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Abstract: The energy consumption problem is one of the critical issuesto be addressed in current large-scale storage systems. In order
to reduce energy consumption of cloud storage system and meet the performance requirements of users, this paper proposes a green
data classification strategy based on anticipation (AGDC),which classify the data in cloud storage system: the hot datastored in the
hot disk regions, the cold data stored in the cold disk regions. AGDC employ neural-network prediction on seasonal data,prediting
the temperature of data in the next period, executing seasonal data migration in cold and hot regions. This paper also adopts a new
correlating algorithm on new data, analyzes its relations with old data in the storage system and prediting the data temperature. New
energy consumption model also established in this paper. Simulation experiments based on Gridsim showed that the cloudstorage
system with green data classification strategy based on anticipation has a good effect on reducing energy consumption. At the expense
of average response time of 0.005s, proposed algorithm saved about 16% of energy consumption compared TDCS.
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1 Introduction

Cloud storage is an emerging solution which store
resources in the cloud for users. The user can at anytime,
anywhere, through any device connected to the Internet
cloud and easily access the data. Structural model of
cloud storage system consists of four layers: 1) storage
layer. Storage layer is the most basic part of cloud
storage; cloud storage is often a large number of storage
devices and the distribution of many different regions; 2)
Basic management. Infrastructure management is the core
part of the cloud storage, which is also some of the most
difficult goal to achieve. Cloud-based storage
management can achieve interoperability between
multiple storage devices, so that a plurality of storage
devices can provide same external service, and provide
greater access to more data and better performance; 3)
Application interface. Application interface layer is the
most flexible part in cloud storage; 4) Access layer.
Access layer provides the interface for users to access
cloud storage services. Because of the distinct levels of

cloud storage system, the system has good scalability
which making cloud storage consumption possible.

With the increasing popularity of data-intensive
applications and services, large-scale data centers
consumed enormous power resource. The energy
consumption of storage system accounting for 25% to
35% [12] of data centers energy consumption. With
various application requiring storage devices of a 60%
annual growth rate, the energy consumed of storage
system will not be ignored. The cloud storage has become
a trend in the future development of storage; Cloud
Storage System has been widely used. Therefore, how to
reduce cloud storage devices energy consumption in large
data center is an urgent problem need to be solved. A lot
of research has been done on cloud storage consumption,
part of which is based on data classification, data backup,
data placement, data files, such as lifting the policy.
However, the classification using data-saving
technologies are not related to the new data, also the
seasonal data are not well positioned (the new data and
seasonal data as defined in 3.1).Therefore, we propose a
green data classification strategy based on anticipation
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(AGDC), the new data and seasonal data were well
positioned in this classification policy.

2 Related Work

A lot of research has been done on cloud storage
consumption, part of which is based on data
classification, data backup, data placement, data files,
data lifting and other policies. Li, Hongyan proposed
REST architecture [13]: by slightly changing the data
layout strategies, most of the time REST can safely keep
a lot of redundant storage node in the standby mode, even
in case of power failure can ensure redundant nodes
safety. It deploys advanced real-time workload
monitoring, which provides flexible power standby or
power down nodes to adapt to changes in load. Saiqin
Long, Yuelong Zhao et al proposed TPES saving
strategies [14]: they are based on variable factors backup
management strategy, based on the best total cost of
reconfiguring the cluster state transition strategy and
tactics based on workload prediction and observation. Liu
Jingyu .et proposed S-RAID structure which uses SSD
disks mixed with ordinary [6] disk, by closing part of the
idle disk to save energy. Experiments show that the hybrid
S-RAID5 disk which composed of 12 general disks and
two solid-state SSD disk compared with the same level
RAID5, energy consumption of hybrid S-RAID5 disk is
only 28%.AutoMig [7] Comprehensive parameters such
as history file access, file size, equipment utilization .etc.,
dynamic classification of documents and using the LRU
queue maintains files state which in flash memory device.
In hierarchical storage systems show that compared with
existing methods, AutoMig effectively shortening the
foreground I / O response time. For storage system data
access frequency differences, E.Pinhero et al proposed
PDC (Popular Data Concentration) model [3]: it migrate
data periodically to a few hot disk, and set the lower
access frequency data on the left of the disk. It saving
energy, but PDC has a bad effect on the performance of
the system, since most applications in PDC will be focus
on a small part of the request to the disk, increasing the
fraction of the disk I / O load and the system’s I / O
response delay time. RiniT.Kaushik et al proposed Green
HDFS named Lightning [8,9]: According to the
characteristics of the data, the cloud storage system is
divided into the Hot Zone and Cold Zone, it put data
which not accessed long time in the Cold Zone, which
allowing Cold Zone can be as long as possible in off or
low state; Frequently accessed data will be placed in the
Hot Zone, Hot Zone long period of high energy state. The
simulation experiments show that: division of the hot and
cold zones can reduce energy consumption by 26%.

All of the above related work shows that the use of
data classification technology put different data into
different regions of the disk to save energy is feasible and
effective. However, all the above classifications using
data-saving technologies are not related to the new data,

and the seasonal data are not well positioned (the new
data and seasonal data as defined in 3.1).Therefore, we
propose a green data classification strategy based on
anticipation (AGDC), the new data and seasonal data
were well positioned in this classification policy. The
green data classification strategy based on anticipation
compared file access rate with the threshold value. If
access rate is greater than the hot threshold, it is hot data.
If access rate is less than the cold threshold value, it is the
cold data. While access rate is between hot threshold and
cold threshold, it will be predicted. When it is hot, it will
be moved to the hot regions, on the contrary put it into the
cold regions. If new data is written, and the data not exist
in the original cloud storage system, we analyze the
related degree about property value of new data and
property value of old data in hot and cold disk. Find the
most relevant old data. The new data will be written into
disks which are the same type of old data.

3 Green Data Classification Strategy Based
on Anticipation (AGDC)

3.1 Mathematical Model

In this paper, the data will be divided into five category,
they are new dataold data hot datacold dataseasonal data.
The following is the definition of these different kinds of
data.

Data Temperature: The higher average number of
data access operation is, the higher data temperature is, on
the contrary, the lower data temperature is. Factors that
directly affect the data temperature is the times of data to
be operated.

New data: data which does not exist or less time in
cloud storage system, and the time that data existence is
less than threshold.

Old data: data that exists a period of time in cloud
storage system.

Cold data: old data that the average number of data
access operation is less than cold temperature threshold.

Hot data: old data that the average number of data
access operation is greater than cold temperature
threshold.

Seasonal data: old data the averages of data access
operation is greater than hot threshold some times, data
temperature is fluctuating.

Factor that directly affects the data temperature is
times of data operation. That factor associates with
human behavior. If no major changes occur, human
behavior factors and the behavior of the data attribute is
generally not much change. So we consider that a data
property value indirectly presents a data temperature
value. For new data, we use data temperature which the
most relevant with that datas property value in old data to
determine the temperature.
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A data property value contains the name of the data,
keywords, content, and storage form and so on.

Time period: time period is defined as a short time
interval, time period division will affect system
performance, too short time period lead to frequent data
movement, and frequent data movement will increase
system consumption. Too long time period division lead
to the result that effect of system consumption is not
obvious.

Time zone: time zone is composed by some time
periods; data season is reflected in a time zone. We
assume a time zone composed by time periods.

Here are the steps of our data classification algorithm:
1) Determining whether the existence time of data

access is less than the existence threshold. If the result is
no, the data is old data, go to stage 2); Otherwise, the
data is new data, go to stage 4);

2) Comparing average visit frequency value and
hot-cold threshold when old data in time zone. If average
visit frequency value is greater than hot threshold, the
data is hot data, the data will be written into hot disk. If
average visit frequency value is less than cold threshold,
the data is cold data. The data between hot and cold
threshold is judged seasonally, cold data and seasonal
data will be written into cold disk. If the data is seasonal
data, after it is written into cold disk, go to stage 3);

3) Predicting average access rate of seasonal data at
next time by neutral network, determine temperature of the
next time. If average access time of the next time is greater
than or equal hot threshold, the data will be written into
hot disk. Otherwise, the data will be written into cold disk;

4) Analysising the related degree about property value
of new data and property value of old data in hot and cold
disk. Find the most relevant old data. The new data will be
written into disks which the same type of old data.

We assume thatF = { f1, . . . , fu, fv, . . . , fm}, F
represents file collection,fi = {pi ,mi} wherepi represents
monthly access rate in the two years before current date
of file namedfi ,mi represents property values offi ,which
include hash values of file keywords (there are five), hash
value of file name hash value of file content.pi j
represents the no. j elements in arraypi , api represents
average of arraypi and api =

1
24 ∑24

j=1 pi j .thc represents
the threshold that has been judged as cold data,thh
represents the threshold that has been judged as hot data.

3.2 Real-time Monitoring Model

Real-time Monitoring Model is also designed in this
paper, which monitored the entire system to prevent the
occurrence due to some uncertain factors that lead to cold
data suddenly gets hot and data from hot to cold.

Real-time Monitoring rules:
1) For data in cold disk suddenly gets hot, once

monitoring data becomes hot, the data will be migrated
and must be marked. When the time that data becomes

Algorithm 1 green data classification strategy based on
anticipation (AGDC)
Require: pi ,mi , thc, thh, thex,n
1: for each time window T dodo
2: for each filedo
3: if the time data exists is bigger than existence threshold

thex then
4: The data tag for the old data;
5: api =

1
2n( j = 1)2npi j ;

6: if api ≤ thc then
7: The data tag for the cold data;
8: put the files in the cold node;
9: else

10: if api ≥ thh then
11: The data tag for the hot data;
12: put the files in the hot node;
13: else
14: The data tag for the seasonal data;
15: execute neural network prediction for seasonal

data, getyi ;
16: if yi ≥ thh then
17: put the files in the cold node;
18: else
19: put the files in the hot node;
20: end if
21: end if
22: end if
23: else
24: if the time data exists is smaller than existence

thresholdthex andpi !=′′ then
25: The data tag for the new data;
26: if api ≥ thh then
27: put the files in the hot node;
28: else
29: put the files in the cold node;
30: end if
31: else
32: uses the correlation analysis for the new data;
33: predicts the temperature of new data;
34: if the temperature of new data≥ thh then
35: put the files in the hot node;
36: else
37: put the files in the cold node;
38: end if
39: end if
40: end if
41: end for
42: end for

cold is equal with time threshold named ttc, the data will
be migrated.

2) For data in hot data suddenly gets cold, once the
cooling time reaches the threshold data thc(thc is the sum of
a plurality of time periods size), the data will be migrated.
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3.3 Energy consumption model

According to the green data classification strategy based
on anticipation (AGDC) model, we established the
corresponding model of energy consumption.

F = { f1, ..., fu, fv,..., fm},F is a set of
files,Fh = { f1, ..., fh, ..., fu},Fh is a set of popular files.

Fc = { fv, ..., fc, ..., fm},Fc is a set of unpopular files,
F = Fh∪Fc andFh∩Fc = /0. fi = (si ,λi),si is the size

of the filefi ,λi is the frequency of arrived of the file,λ ′

c is
the average frequency of arrived of the cold file ,λ ′

his the
average frequency of arrived of the hot file. In this paper
we assume that access to the file obey Zipf-like
distribution.θ =

logA/100
logB/100, the ratio of popular files and

unpopular files isϕ = (1−θ )/θ > 1, then

|Fh|

|Fc|
= ϕ , |Fc|=

|Fh|θ
(1−θ )

(1)

R = {r1, ..., rb, rp, ..., rx},R is a set of task
request,Rh = {r1, ..., rh, ..., rb},Rhis a set of request of hot
files.Rc = {rp, ..., rc, ..., rx},Rc is a set of request of cold
files,whereR = Rh ∪ Rc and Rh ∩ Rc = /0,the ratio of
request of popular files and request of unpopular files is
η ,then

Rh

Rc
= η ,η > ϕ (2)

In this paper we assume that each disk may be
configured to high speed rotation mode and low speed
mode. Once mode is set, it cannot be dynamically
scheduled to another mode in the middle of the disk
servicing, but can be assigned to another mode by
administrator.

D = {d1, ...,de,df , ...,dn},D is a set of
disk,Dh = {d1, ...,dh, ...,de},Dh is a set of rapidly rotating
disk.Dc = {df , ...,dc, ...,dn},Dc is a set of relatively slow
rotating disk,D = Dh ∪Dc and Dh ∩Dc = /0.th(Mb/s) is
the transmission rate of rapidly rotating disk,ph(J/Mb) is
positive energy consumption of rapid disk,ih(J/s) is
energy consumption of rapid disk at ideal moment,tc

(Mb/s) is the transmission rate of slow rotating disk,
pc(Mb/s) is positive energy consumption of slow disk,
ic(J/s) is energy consumption of slow disk at ideal
moment. From relevant literature we know that the
transmission rate between disks is related to positive
energy consumption and energy consumption at ideal

moment. [1], so makingt
h

tc = δ ,δ > 1, ph

pc =max(1, 2δ
3 ),

ih
ic = max(1,δ/2). Making S

′

h is average size of hot

request files,S
′

c is average size of cold request files.

Assuming that
S
′

h

S′c
= k,0 < k < 1, as a result of the

popularity of files is inversely proportional with the size
of a file, makingS

′

h=ξ/Rh ,S
′

c = ξ/Rc,then

S
′

h

S′

c
=

ξ/S
′

h

ξ/S′

c
=

ϕ
η

= k (3)

|Dh|/|Dc|=
|Fh| ∗S

′

h∗3

|Fc| ∗S′
c∗1

= 3ϕk= γ (4)

Making energy consumption that the requestorrh of a set
of requestRh request to visit filefh( fh ∈ Fh)

eactive
h = Sh∗ ph

The average service time of requestorrh request to visit
file fh

atactive
h = Sh/th

Total time of test istceshi, total energy consumption that the
set of hot requestRh visit files is:

eactive
Rh

=
|Rh|

∑
h=1

eactive
h

The total service time of the set of hot requestRh to visit
files is

atactive
Rh

=
|Rh|

∑
h=1

atactive
h

The energy consumption of hot disk at ideal moment in
test time is:

eidle
hot = ih∗ (|Dh| ∗ tceshi−atactive

Rh
)

The energy consumption of hot disk is

ehot = eactive
Rh

+eidle
hot (5)

=
|Rh|

∑
h=1

Sh∗ ph+ ih∗ (|Dh| ∗ tceshi−
|Rh|

∑
h=1

Sh/th)

Similarly, the energy consumption of cold disk is

ecold = eactive
Rh

+eidle
hot (6)

=
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sh∗ pc+ ic∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc)

Then the total energy consumption when we distinguish
cold disk from hot disk is

etotal = ehot+ecold

The formula 1–6 into which available

etotal =
3+2δϕ

2δϕ
|Rh|S

′

hph+
2+ γδ

γδ
ih|Dh|tceshi (7)

− (1+
2
ϕ
)
ih|Rh|S

′

h

th

Similarly, the total energy consumption when we not
distinguish cold disk from hot disk is

e
′

total = (1+
1
ϕ
)|Rh|S

′

hph+(1+
1
γ
)ih|Dh|tceshi (8)

− (1+
1
ϕ
)
ih|Rh|S

′

h

th
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Then we can confirm that the saved energy of the
temperature of data by data sorting algorithm is

e= e
′

total −etotal (9)

=
1
ϕ
(1−

3
2δ

)|Rh|S
′

hph+
1
γ
(1−

2
δ
)ih|Dh|t(ceshi)

+
1
ϕ

ih|Rh|S
′

h

th

3.3.1 Theoretical analysis of energy saving

etotal = ehot+ecold,e
′

total = e
′

hot+e
′

cold,e
′

hot = ehot

ecold =
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc∗ pc+ ic∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc),

e
′

cold =
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc∗ ph+ ih∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/th),

As th > tc,then

|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/th <
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc),

So

|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc < |Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/th

Becauseic < ih,So

ic∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc)< ih∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/th);

As pc < ph,then

|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc∗ pc <
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc∗ ph

And

ic∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/tc)< ih∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−
|Rc|

∑
c=1

Sc/th),

So∑|Rc|
c=1Sc∗ pc+ ic∗(|Dc|∗tceshi−∑|Rc|

c=1Sc/tc)<∑|Rc|
c=1Sc∗

ph+ ih∗ (|Dc| ∗ tceshi−∑|Rc|
c=1Sc/th), soecold < ecold ;

Soecold < ecold,thene> 0 so the percentage of energy
saving must be greater than 0. Through the above proof
we know that the green data classification strategy based
on anticipation(AGDC) which positioning different types
of data to different disk regions has a great consumption-
saving performance.

4 Simulation results and performance
analysis

In this paper the above algorithm is integrated into the
GridSim simulator and the corresponding energy
consumption parameters are added to the node in order to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm. To verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm, this paper used the
performance of cloud storage system of not integrated
data classification algorithm(HDFS), integration general
classification algorithm (TDCS) and combined green data
classification strategy based on anticipation(AGDC).By
comparing the performance impact of the different
request arrival rate, the number of disk, different tasks
arrival (a Zipf like distribution is subject to different
index),and the new data of different ratio ,which evaluate
our proposed strategy.

4.1 Parameters Explanation

The experiment is based on the realization of hot and cold
disk array simulator and parameters of disk is shown in
table 1. Characteristics workload characteristics and disk

Table 1: disk related parameters
Average positioning time of node disk 5.4ms
Storage capacity 128TB
Shaft speed 10000RPM
High speed disk transfer rate 31M/S
Energy consumption of task of high-speed 78.08J/Mb
disk
High speed disk energy consumption when 5.26J/S
the task does not exist
Average bandwidth among nodes 4MB/S
Low speed disk transfer rate 9.3M/S
Energy consumption of task of low-speed disk 55.04J/Mb
Low energy consumption of disk when the 2.17J/S
task does not exist

drive, the two kinds of parameters will directly affect the
final data in our experiments. And a large number of
parameters affecting the characteristics of the workload,
we identify five key characteristics:

(1) The number of files
The total number of files directly determines the load

disk array is assigned a parallel disk array, and set it to
500, with 16 disk drive array so that each disk can hold
about 312 case files. The number of each file on disk is
determined to be based to the situation of imitating the
real world the reality.

(2) Request arrival rate
Due to the request arrival rate directly affect the work

at the time of testing times and storage system, it affects
the system energy consumption. This paper assumes that

c© 2015 NSP
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the request arrival rate was 20 25 30 35 40 45 (/S), the
default value is 35.

(3) The proportion of hot and cold requests
Because the proportion of hot and cold file access

directly affects the reading times of hot and cold regions,
and affects the entire memory system energy consumption.
The different indexes of a Zipf like distribution affect
different request, while the index, which represents the
percent of A access is access to B percent of the file, so we
will be the value of A:B and the value is 60:40, 70:30,
80:20, the default value is 70:30.

(4) The coverage of file system
The percentage coverage of the entire file system

Defines as accessing request workload of the file system
file. We set up the system coverage and the value is 100%,
which means all the files of the file system in the parallel
disk array system access had at least one.

(5)The ratio of hot and cold disk number
Setting reasonable heat cold disk number ratio can

effectively save the energy consumption, according to the
previous formula, we set the hot and cold disk and the
value is 1:3.

Table 2: the related experimental data description
The total number of files 1000
The request arrival rate 35(20,25,30,35,40,45)
The request arrival distribution ( Zipf Inclination(A:B=75:
like distribution) 25)-( 60:40 70:30

75:25 80:20 85:15)
The total number of disks 16(12 16 20 24 28

32 36)
The file size of distribution random( (1,20)-(20,30,40,50)
random distribution)
The proportion of new data for the 10%(1%,5%,10%,
the entire system 15%, 20%)
The simulation time (time zone * 3*5*200 S (3 means
time * each time the simulation time) 3 time zones;5 means

5 time periods;)

4.2 The Effect of the Number of Disks on the
System Performance and Energy Consumption

The following experiments are about the effect of disk
number on different system performance and energy
consumption. The total number of disks are respectively
12 16 20 24 28 32 36.We default hot disk ratio was 3:1 in
the experiment, while the results are shown in Fig.1 and
Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2, along with the increase
of number of disks, the average response time of three
systems were gradually reduced, and the response time is
getting closer. The HDFS system response time is the
lowest, while the AGDC system is the longest, but

Figure 1: The number of disk impact on system performance.

Figure 2: Number of disks impact on the system energy
consumption.

between AGDC system and TDCS system response time
is little difference.

At the same time, along with the increase of number
of disks, the energy consumption gradually increased,
energy consumption of HDFS system is the biggest.
Energy consumption of AGDC system is the least, while
the saving effect obviously and the good performance of
the system meet the user’s demand. Thus, along with the
increased number of disks, the advantages of AGDC
system became clear, visible AGDC system has a good
effect in saving disk utilization is not high cloud storage
system, and good system performance.

4.3 The Impact of Aggregate Access Rate on
System Performance and Energy Consumption

The followings experiment the impact of the type of
request arrival rate on system performance and power
consumption. The experiments take the request arrival
rate respectively as 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45. The results
are shown in Fig.3 and Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: The aggregate access rate impact on system
performance.

Figure 4: The aggregate access rate impact on system energy
consumption.

The Fig.3 and Fig.4 show that, with the request arrival
rate increasing, the average response time of three
systems increases also the increasing trend gradually
slows, and the response time difference between AGDC
and TDCS system gradually increases but slowly that is
not significant. On the other hand, the energy difference
between AGDC and TDCS system is still very large
although there is a slowing trend, where the energy
consumption of the HDFS system is the highest. In
summary, under the premise of meeting the system
performance requirements, the energy reduce effect of
AGDC system is obvious.

4.4 The Effect of Skew Degree Values on System
Performance and Energy Consumption

The followings experiment the effect of different slope
value A: B on system performance and energy
consumption. The experiments take the values of A: B
respectively as 60:40, 70:30, 75:25, 80:20, 85:15 and the

Figure 5: The skew degree value impact on system performance.

Figure 6: The skew degree value impact on system energy
consumption.

default total number of the disk is 16. The results are
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

As shown in Fig.5, with the increase of the ratio of the
slope value, the response time of HDFS system increases,
while the response time of the other two systems is
reduced. When the heat request is intensive, the response
time of the three systems is very close. As shown in Fig.6,
with slope values increasing, the difference of energy
consumption between the three systems is still very
obvious, where the HDFS’s energy consumption is
highest, the AG-DC’s is lowest, and so that the energy
reduce effect of AGDC system is obvious. Fig.5 and Fig.
6 illustrate that in the case of intensive heat request, the
AGDC system can still achieve a good energy saving
effect under the premise of meeting the system
performance requirements. Thus in the case of
heat-intensive requests, system performance between
AGDC system, TDCS system and HDFS system is very
close, and AGDC system saving effect is obvious, AGDC
system has great advantages.

4.5 The Effect of the Proportion of New
Documents on System Performance and Energy
Consumption

The followings experiment the effect of different
proportion of new files on system performance and power
consumption. The experiments take the new file ratio
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Figure 7: The proportion of new documents impact on system
performance.

Figure 8: The proportion of new documents impact on system
energy consumption.

respectively as 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and the default
total number of the disk is 16. The results are shown in
Fig.7and Fig.8.

Fig.7 shows that, with the increase of the proportion
of new document, the response time of HDFS and AGDC
system is substantially constant, while the response time
of TDCS system decreases gradually, and the reduce
tendency tends to flatten. The response time of the three
systems all can meet users needs. As shown in Fig.8, the
energy consumption of both AGDC and HDFS system are
basically unchanged, while the energy consumption of
TD-CS increases gradually, where, the energy
consumption of AGDC system is lowest, and the saving
effect is obvious. Fig.7 and Fig. 8 show that the AGDC
can still achieve good energy saving results under the case
of meeting user requirements with the increase of new
files. The review, AGDC system in a large proportion of
the new file system has a good saving advantage.

5 Conclusions and Future work

This paper presents a green data classification strategy
based on anticipation (AGDC). Simulation experiments
results show that the proposed classification strategy
classifys new data and seasonal data ideally. We also
establish an energy consumption model. Based on the
model, energy consumption is compared between two
cloud storage systems, one with classified the other
without. Simulation results show that this model has a
very good effect on reducing energy consumption, the
established model saving substantial energy under the
following condition :intensive request, large proportionof
new documents and intensive heat requests and other.
AGDC classified the data files reasonably, through the
rational and effective classification, almost all the energy
consumption and the increase of document reading delay
are avoided when the hot files in cold area or the cold files
in hot area. However, this strategy also resulted in some
additional cost and some imprecise data locating. When
compared to TDCS, our proposed algorithm saved about
16% energy consumption at the expense of increasing
0.005s average response time. Our future work is to
minimize the additional cost as much as possible while
reducing energy consumption.
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